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“accessories are a great way to show a bit of personality without coming off too strong.” 
—TIN WoRNom, WARDRobE sTylIsT

[ Inside Job ]

Liz Ortiz-
Mackes
Owner and casting directOr, 
casting sOlutiOns
By daniel lehman

1 How do you discover new talent?
I go to the theater a lot. Usually I go to support 

somebody I know, because then by default I’ll see talent that 
I don’t know.

2 wHat do you wisH more actors 
did at auditions?

That they made more choices instead of playing it safe. 
Find places of discovery. you go in that room and you show 
us that you’re discovering something about your relation-
ship with the character or yourself, and that engages us. 
make it one of your objectives to take us on a journey.

3 on tHe importance of diversity in casting
What I see out the window I want to see in art—on-

screen and onstage. Where I really can make a difference is 
that I speak up and I make the clients think. At the end of the 
day, I always have to honor the text and what they’re looking 
for. you don’t want to do nontraditional casting for the sake 
of it; that’s ridiculous. but I always ask, “How diverse can I 
get?” That’s one of my first questions, if it’s not obvious to 
me in the script or in the initial introduction of the project. 

A s k  A n  I n s I d e r

new york–based liz ortiz-mackes 
 is the owner of casting solutions, which casts film, tv, theater, web, and 

commercial projects. she’s also a faculty member of the american academy 
of Dramatic arts, Nyfa, and other institutions; an independent film producer 

and owner of i ain’t Playin films; and the author of “ace your acting audition.”

EllEn GErstEin ,  actor-writEr- coach 

Q.  
 

how to approach 
script analysis? 

 A.“Script analysis is the key to understanding the scene and making your work specific. Read the scene 
repeatedly, going through every word and every bit of punctuation, to understand all the information 
the writing is giving. Very happy is different from happy. An exclamation mark is different from a period.

How the language is written tells you so much about the character. Slang is very different from dialogue written in 
proper English. The choice of words tells you something about this person. Does the character always end what he 
or she says with a negative statement? Are there lines the character repeats? When you do that, you’re losing a color 
or a beat in that section.” Il
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Find representation now. Visit our career center at casting.backstage.com
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